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Monday, November 7, 1983

Tuition Increase Possible
By Eric Maddy

.

Alexandria King

Homecoming King George Bradley escorts Queen Christina
Rivas through Homecoming ceremonies during half-time at
Saturday's Lobo football game. The royal couple was
chosen Friday.

Press in Grenada Issue·
Splits N.M. Lefiislators
By George E. Gorospe
Members of New Mexico's
congressional delegation are
clearly divided, on the .issue of
whether the press should have
been allowed to cover U.S. military operations on the island of
Grenada from the beginning of
action on Oct. 25.
The Pentagon allowed the
press access to the island three
days later, butthe debate in Congress and in the press has continued, culminating with testimony from the major news networks on Capitol Hill last week.
Several of New Mexico's congressmen played key roles in
those debates.
Sen. Jeff Bingaman took the
lead by sponsoring an amend-·
menton the floor of the Senate to
provide for ''reasonable access''
for the press to U.S. military operations in the future. The measure passed by a two-thirds margin by the end of the week.
"It is important for the public
to know what their government is
doing, and the press in this country has a long standing tradition
· of providing that information.
This amendment addresses that
issue, and the vote on the Senate
floor confinns the public's right
to know.'' Bingaman said.
Ott the other hand, Rep.
Manuel Lujan, in support of the
president, said that Reagan had
no choice but to restrict the press
in order to keep the number of
casualities to a minimmn.
"At the beginning of the op·
eration it was necess:1ry to keep
the invasion a surprise so it would
not give the Cubans on the island
an opportunity to arm themselves
against the American troops. 'fhc
American students on the islund
and the natives would have becil

in greater danger as well. The
whole point was to keep the number of casualties to a minimum,
which I think we did." Lujan
said.
Lujan characterized the U.S.
involvement in Grenada as a
"rescue mission," but said that
whether it was called an invasion
or a rescue mission matters very
little, as American lives were in
danger and the president took action to secure their safety,
Meanwh i lc, Rep. B iII
Richardson said that the restriction of the press in Grenada was a
bad decision on the part of the
Pentagon and the president con·
sidcring the the past record of the
press.
"I always tend to believe our
government, but in my opinion, I
think this was a poor decision to
control the news, one the Pentagon well regret. First of all, I
think the American citizens have
a right to know, and secondly the
government. failed to demonstrate that there was sufficent turmoil on the island and failed to
substantiate their allegation of
the Solviet-Cuban collnection to
justify the invasio11,'' Richard·
son said.
Richardson said that several of
the Pentagon's public relations
people had resigned over the de~
cision to restrict the press, . and
added that the decision was clearly a mistake.
•'l believe that there was a lack
of general ihtelligcnce about the
area before the invasion, because
there would have been enough
danger signs if there was a Cuban
expansion underway on the island. For that reason it was a mis·
take to keep the press out. and
now \ve'JI always wonder what
the true motives were, ;o Richard·
smt said.

Hester said that ASNM had not
calculated any raise for two-year
The state B,ol:lrd of Educational · schools, but that he personally faFinance has asked its staff to cal cu. vored no increase. "I'm not just
late possible tuition increases for the saying that because I'm at a two1984-85 fiscal year at 0 percent, 5 year school," Hester said. "Stupercent and JO percent.
dents and their 'families who are
A BEF recommendation on tui- going to two-year schools are
tion is expected at a series of meet- already paying for their education
ings the board will hold in Santa Fe because they pay a high mill levy."
on Nov. 28-30. The BEF is also exA mill levy is determined after
pected to make recommendations on voters pass bond issues to finance a
salary and benefits for faculty and certain project. iii this case sctiools.
staff, capital outlay (building and Taxes are raised to pay off the bonds
construction) projects and state issued, The tax increase is referred
financial aid programs at that time. to as a "mill levy." A mill is oneJim Hester, student body presi- tenth of a cent.
dent of Eastern New Mexico University's Roswell campus and direc- UNM BUILDING FOURTH
tor of the Associated Students of
The BEF also studied recomNew Mexico, proposed that tuition mendations from its planning comfor four-year schools be increased mittee on capital outlays. A prop"no more than five percent in-state osed building to house the school of
and seven percent out-of-state.
management and social sciences at
"Realizing there was no tuition the University of New Mexico was
increase this year and recognizing rated fourth in the "significant
the. fact that inflation has already need" category, which the BEF
placed a great burden on the tax- considers the top classification for
payer's dollar, we feel that a five and construction.
seven {percent) tuition increase at
this time would be justified,'' Hester
The $6.45 mill ion project is
said in a prepared statement from fourth in the significant need categASNM which he read to the board. ory behind a $1.9 million general

instructional building at New Mexico State's Alamogordo branch, a $7
million computer service and engineering psychology building at the
main NMSU campus and a mineral
science and engineering complex at
the New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology in Socorro.
Only one other project was proposed for the main UNM campus. A
$4.8 million parking structure on the
north campus ncar the computer
center was listed in the "wanted" or
lowest classification the BEF uses.
CALCULATIONS DISCUSSED
Calculations for possible budget
increases were also presented to the
board and institutional representatives. A cbmt of estimated 1984-85
appropriation increases shows that a
5 percent increase in all areas except
student aid programs and the BEF
operating budget would cost the
state almost $206 million, or more
than $33 million more than last year.
The chart also shows that a I0
percent increase, the highest percentage used in the calculations, would
cost the state more than $52 million
than spent last year.
Calculations were also figured at
6 percent, 7 percent and 8 percent.

Forces To Remain on Grenada
SIOnal delega:uon On a fact-finding
trip to Grenada, agreed that American troops might have to stay longer
than planned to provide security
while a government is organized to
replace the Marxist regime toppled
in the Oct. 25 U.S.-Ied invasion.
British-appointed GovernorGeneral Sir Paul Scoon has told the
American congressmen that a U.S.
military presence might be needed
for several months to provide stability while elections are organized.
Scoon was expected soon to name
noted Grenadian economist Alister
Ferris said his patrols hear reports Mcintyre to hea:d a provisional govthat some Grenadian troops and their ernment until elections are held. diCuban allies are hiding in the hills. plomatic sources said.
Other prominent Democrats in the
Rep. Tom Foley, D.-Wash.,
chairman of a 14-mcmbcr congres- congressional delegation said they

ST. GEORGE'S, Grenada
(UPI)- The commander of U.S.
ground forces on Grenada said Sunday that American troops will have
to stay on the troubled Caribbean
island until the threat of a Cuban-led
counterattack is completely elimin·
ated.
"If we took them (the troops) out
now. they will have to come right
back in again," said Gen. Jack Ferris. "The whole idea, though, is to
get out soon and the sooner the
better."

arc now convinced thr. invasion was
justified to protect the Jives of American students caught on the island
during the turmoil.
"Some of us who caine down
very, very skeptical of the whole
thing arc less so now," said Rep
Michael Barnes, D.-Md., chairman
of the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee, which deals with U.S.
policy in the Caribbean.
Both houses of Congress have in~
voked the War Powers Act calling
for American forces to be pulled out
within six months from the island
nation of I JO,OOO situated some
1,900 miles south of Miami.
Some 3,000 U.S. soldiers remain
on Grenada of the 6,0QO troops that
were sent in by President Reagan.

Pratt Enters Race for Senate
By George E. Gorospe
The U.S. Senate will be the next
stop for state Rep. Judy Pratt, DBernalillo, if her political plans to
unseat incumbent Sen. Pete Domcnici work out.
Pratt began her campaign official·
ly Saturday at the state convention of
the AFL-CIO by telling those in
attendance that she had· no choice
but to nln for federal office because
of her opponent's dismal voting record.
"Toney Anaya came close to
beuting Domenici in 1978. missing
by only 23,000 votes, and six years
later the situation is worse. Domenici ran an image campaign, and this
time we're going to crack thill image
by making the pcoplc·aware of his
votim! record/' said Pratt in an interview Sunday.
Pratt, 42" is a threc~tetm member·
of the state House of Representa·
tivcs from Albuquerque's Southeast
Heights. She said Dotncnici. the
Senate Budget Committee chairmatt, was responsible for the cuts in
social services as the architect of the
federal budget that "devastated human services and jobs in this
country. ••

"Domcnici is responsible for the
cutbacks in Aid to Families with Dependent Children. care for the elderly. welfare and benefits for the unemployed. There is no questioll that
he is the architect, because he is the
one the president goes to in the Senate,' • .Pratt said.
Pratt's strategy for defeating the
incumbent senator is to give those
people hardest hit by the cutbacks a
voice in her campaign.
••I want to give a voice to the
people like the unc1nployed who
have been hit the hardest and give
them some say. I also want to give a
voice to the people who want peace,
clean ait, a clean environment and
equality for women." Pratt said.
As part of het effort to give the
people that voice, Pratt said that she
wants them to own a piece of her
campaign. She is asking some 2,000
people to contribute $100 each to
help her raise the $200.000 she says
she needs to get her campaign
underway.
If elt!cted, Pratt said she would
devote a lot of her energy to red ircct irig "the mi Iitary-oriented
foreign policy of the present adtiti·
ttistration'' ami uttetnpt to forge a
new, less ag)!ressivc lhrcigfl policy.

·•we should be able to negotiate
with people, and provide productive
financial assistance to make friends
and influence people around the
world.'' Pratt said. "I atn determined to do whatever I can to dismantle the military war machine.''

Representative Judith Pratt
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Wire Report

United Press International
'

Stone Praises Contadora

Living in University's Residence Halls
By St~ve Shoup

Leftists Seize Town Arafat's Forces In Last Stand

Leftist rebels seized a town 40 1nilcs from the capitul of El Salvador, the
third they have captured in an 8-day-old offensive dubbed ''Yankees out of
Grenada and Central America," officials said SutJday,
In Colonnbia, a meeting between U.s. special envoy for Central America
Richard Stone and Salvadoran guerrilla leader Mario Aguinada failed to
come off as expected. Stone met with Colombian President Belisario Betan·
cur outside Bogota to discuss peace proposals for the region and indicated
later much work still lay ahead for pacification.
Stone said he would meet with Betancur and Colombian foreign minister
Rodrigo LL.oreda Monday before leaving on the fifth leg of his trip to
Venezuela, the other member of the Contadora group that also includes
Colombia, Mexico and Panama.
Stone praised Contadora, which he said "is still the best hope we have to
achieve peace."
The special envoy would not reveal details of his meeting with Bctancur,
but indicated discussions centered on plans for more concrete terms Monday.
Salvadoran officials announced that rebels Saturday captured and temporarily occupied San Francisco de Javier, in Usulutan province, 40 miles
southeast of San Salvador.
The attack was part of a new campaign Rebel Radio said was begun to
protest "those actions the United States bas planned for Central America."
Earlier this week, rebels captured and also briefly held the towns ofCiudad
Barrios in the eastern province of San Miguel and Tejutcpcque, a town of
8,000 some 37 miles north of San Salvador,
In each town, rebels forced defending troops to flee then ambushed relief
columns. There were no reports of casualties during the most recent attack on
San Francisco de Javier.
The new insurgent offensive, which they call "Yankees out of Grenada
and Central America," was initiated eight days ago by the Farabundo Marti
National Liberation Front wilh the goal of "preparing for a U.S. invasion of
Nicaragua," Rebel Radio said.

N.y. County Grants Vote to Students

TRIPOLI, Lebanon - Guerrillas loyal to Palestine
Liberation Organization Chairman Yasscr Arafnt
made a last stand at a refugee camp in northern Leba·
non Sm]day after losing another stronghold to Syrian
and Palestinian forces.
The anti-Arafat forces seized. the Nahr cl Bared
refugee camp 10 miles north of Tripoli Sunday morn·
ingafter three days of fierce artillery, tank and rocket
barrages, then turned south along the coastal road to
besiege Beddawi.
•'There wHl be no negotiations,'' Arafat told repor·
ters at the Beddawi camp. "Syria has chased me to
Tripoli to shut me up."
As his position worsened, Arafat sent a message .to
the Soviet leadership in ali apparent attempt to enltst
Kremlin. support.
The pro·Arafat Palestinian news agency WAFA
said the "urgent and important message" dealt with
''the events of the north which aim at eradicating the
Palestinian Revolution."
Despite what state-run Beirut Radio called stiff re·
sistance from Arafat's men, the attackers advanced to
key heights overlooking the Beddawi camp, on Tripo·
li's outskirts near the Mediterranean.
From Mount Terbol, a strategic hill captured by
anti-Arafat Palestinian forces in earlier fighting, shells
rained down on the camp, lighting up the sky with
incessant flashes.
Several stray shells fell on Tripoli, 45 miles north of
Beirut. Some street fighting was repqrted in the port
city Saturday night, but on Sunday the streets were

deserted.
In Damascus, a spokesman for the Palestinian rebels
seeking to end Ararat's 14-year rule of the PLO said
the besieging .forces had called on Arafat's men to
surrender and evacuate Beddawi.
"Beddawi is more or less surrounded," said
Mahmoud Labadi, a former close Arafat aide who is
now the spokesman for the rebels in Damascus.
"Arafat islosing his positions," he said. "All his
military buildup of the past months has been destroyed
or is proving useless. The siege (of Beddawi) will stop
when we free the camps from Arafat's people,'' l.aba·
di said.
A spokesman for Arafat, Mohammed Abdul Rahman, said there were 35,000 inhabitants at Nahr el
Bared and another 22,000 at Beddawi.
Beirut radio said at least 650 people were killed or
injured since the fighting began Thursday. No exact
figures were available because heavy shelling prevented rescue teams from reaching the coastal villages
and camps where thousands of civilians were trapped
by the fighting.
The future of Arafat, who was expelled from Beirut
by the Israelis last year and kicked out of Syria in June,
remained uncertain.
"We are not looking for a military victory but
reform," said Labadi. "We are against corruption and
political deviation.
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Egypt expressed support
for Arafat, whose leadership, in the words of a Saudi
statement, gives the PLO its "legitimate character."

Turkish Elections End 3-Vear Army Rule
ANKARA, Turkey- The rightof-center Motherland Party jumped
to an early lead Sunday over the
military-backed Nationali~t Democracy Party in parliamentary clec·
tions ending more than three years of
rule by the army.

In the eastern region where more
than I ,500 people died last week in
an earthquake. Turgut Onl's
Motherland Party took a wide lcacl
over the conservative NDP, which
won endorsement from President
Kenan Evren, preliminary results
showed.
The elections marked a return to
More than .19.6 million Turks
democracy for Turkey - currently aged 21 or over were registered to
the only country in the NATO cast ballots at more than 84,000 bal·
alliance ruled by a military regime. lot boxes across 83 election districts.

They voted for 400 members of a
parliament called the Grand National Assembly.
Whichever party captures the
majority in parliament will form a
government led by a prime minister,
the lirst civilian aqministration after
three years and two months of milit·
ary rule, Evren remains head of state
following last year's referendum
that gave him a 7-year term as president.

Students living in residence halls
in Westchester County, New York
will be allowed to vote in that state's
general elections Tuesday, a federal
court has rul.ed.

Marion B. Oldi, the Democratic
eJections commissioner for West·
chester County, said all460 students
living on the Purchase campus who
registered by the Oct. J2 deadline
will be allowed to vote,

Students at the State University of
New York at Purchase were origi·
nally denied permission to vote in
local elections by Republican elections commissioner Antonia R.
P' Apice, who contended .a dormi·
tory did not fulfill voting eligibility
regulations as a permanent resi.
dence.

Westchester County has two elections commissioners, one from each
major political party.
Neal Rosenstein, a past student
government president at Purchase,
said the injunction was put into
effect pending decisions on similar
cases. He said he expects the entirc
issue to be settled by next year's
presidental election.

A temporary injunction was
issued Friday by the Federal District
Court of Southern New York over·
turning D' Apicc's ruling.

"We expect a very big turnout at
Tuesday's election," Rosenstein
said. The Purchase campus Will be
closed Tuesday and shuttle vans will

run to polling places to allow students to vote. Active student voter
registration began in mid-August.
''Purchase has always had an ac·
tivestudent body," Rosenstein said,
New York state law requires voters to have lived in a jurisdiction for
30 days, be an American citizen and
be at least 18. Local jurisdictions are
allowed broad interpretation of re·
sidency requirements for new or
transfer voters.
Clinton County, home of State
University College at Plattsburgh in
upstate New York, allows dorm residents to vote. Some I ,900 students
have been registered for Tuesday's
election. Nearly 3,000 students live
on the campus which mak~s up most
of its own voting district.

CIVIL ENGINEERS ..•

You're Needed
AIIOverthe
World.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers with degrees in Civil
Engineering Why they travel half way around the
globe to Africa and Asia •.. why they work with
water. sanitation, road constrUction, and structural
projects overseas. They'll probably say they want
to help people, use their skills, learn a new language,
and gain valuable career eJcperience, Ask them Why
Peace Corps is the toughest job you'll ever love.

SENIORS/GRADS: Sign up for interview and pick up an application
now: CAREER PLACEMENT OFFJCE
Rep. on Campus: Tues.-Thurs.,
Nov. lS-17. Visit ths INFO BOOTH
in the STUDENT CENTER

PEACE CORPS

TWINSBURG, Ohio- Workers at the Chrysler
Corp.'s Twinsburg stamping plant overwhelmingly
approved Sunday a contract ending a six-day strike that
shut down nearly all assembly lines of the nation's No. 3
automaker. Members of Local 122 of the United .Auto
Workers voted 804 to 293 for the: contract. Plant officials said workers returned to their jobs for the shift
beginning at 3:30p.m. Sunday.
VOLCANO, Hawaii -Kilauea Volcano burst into
new life Sunday, shooting fountains .50 (eet high ahd
pouring lava over an isolated portion of the island of
Hawaii.
Initial estimates said the volcatio was pouring
520,000 cubic yards of magma per hour over the ret11otc
area, fueling flows one mile to the northeast and a
half-mile tO the southeast.
kilauea rises 3,660 feet above sea level on the island
of Hawaii, 200 miles from the island of Oahu, and is
perched an the rit11 of the island's other active volcano,
the massive 13,600-foot Mauna Loa.
PHOENIX, Ariz. ~Trail ways struggled to handle a
sUrplus of passengers Sunday liS Greyhound left t~c
driving to others for the fourth day of a nationwide strike
by 12,700 employees. Bob C()tnelius, a baggage clerk
for Trailways, said .buses were running late.

Snafu

A story on the National Student
Exchange Program in the Nov. 3
issue of the New Mexico Daily Lobo
said students involved .in the prog:

ram must arrange their own financial
aid at their exchange schools. All
financial aid arranged at UNM, except for work study, is automatically
applied.

4
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FREE French Fries
with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)
a. .55(: savings
with coupon thru 11·13-83

Frontier Restaurant

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

Mexicana Resumes Service, Kilauea Erupts

ATLANTA - Former Presidents Jimmy Carter and
Gerald Ford said Sunday that American forces must
avoid "reckless military action" against Arab radicals
suspected of terrorist bombings in Lebanon. The two
men opened a four-day conference on the Middle East at
Emory University by agreeing that internal lighting
among Palestinian factions should not change long-term
prospects for peace in the region- unless radical clements take over fhe Palestine Liberation Organization.

By C.D. Brunt
The University of New Mexico branch of the New Mexico Energy
Research and Development Institute is seeking entries for a new
booklet which will document statewide energy technologies.
The booklet, ''Energy Horizons- A Survey of Appropriate Tech·
nology Projects in New Mexico," will provide technical dat11, ccono·
mic hiformation .and illustrations of energy projects uround the state,
Designers interested in having their projects considered for inclusion in the booklet should contact Charles Wood, New Mexico Energy
and Minerals Department, 525 Camino de los Marquez, Santa Fe, NM
87501.
The booklet is a joint effort by the NMERDI Information Center at
UNM, the DOE Appropriate Technology Program, the New Mexico
En~rgy Publications Council and the New Mexico Energy and Minerals Department.

2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken

International Briefs
MEXICO CITY - In-flight service personnel of
state-owned Mexieana Airlines retumcd to work Sunday, ending a 1-day strike that left thousands of irrutc
passengers stranded in Mexico City's international airport.
Mexicana Airlines spokesmen said that more than 60
international and national daily flights out of the 130
scheduledwcrc canceled Saturday, but all were running
normally again by Sunday moming.
Most the international flights were to U.S. points,
Airport officials said some 50,000 travelers were
affected by the strike throughout the country.

Energy Booklet Entries Sought

GARF'IELD HEIGHTS, Ohio -Two City Council
candidates punched and wrestled in the street during an
argument over defaced campaign posters, officials say.
Challenger Robert E. 'Foster required about nine
stitches in his left eye and incumbent Daniel Rogers said
he was cut and bumped on the hc;id in Sutuday's light.
"This whole thing is really the pits," said Foster.
who also suffered a broken finger and possible sprained
wrist.
Foster said Rogers attacked him, Rogers said he was
defending himself.
"I wish the whole situation would never have hap·
pencd," Rogers said. "I hope it could be all resolved."
The dispute apparently was caused by accusations
Foster's campaign workers had torn down Rogers' post·
crs. Neither man plans to press charges.

$1.89

with coupon • Good Any Time • No Limit

Open Dally

7am • 10pm
Sat. and Sun.
11om • tOpm
Other Locations
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas NE
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central SW

Any Cold Sub, Potato Chips,
& Small Drink

$2 •25

Reg. $3.55

for students with 1.0.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -Voters Tuesday will de·
cidc whether to turn this major center for atomic
weapons development into a "nuclear free zone." The
ballot question would ban all research and development
of nuclear weapons within the city - home of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard and a
score of high-tech companies with major defense contracts.
·

with coupon thru 11·11-83

2 Slices of

All Cheese Pizza

WASHINGTON - Lawyers for environmentalists,
shrimpers, farmworkers and the states of Texas and
Louisiana said Sunday they will sue to block federal
permits allowing incineration of 80 million gallons of
toxic wastes at sea. Texas attorney Larry Norton said
the Environmental Protection Agency issued the per·
mits without first drafting regulations for ocean incin·
cration. He said the suit will be flied Monday in Brown·
sville, Texas.
. GRETNA, La. -

Reg. $2.49

$1.00

with coupon thru 11•11·83

Appetito's

Feminist Ginny Foat, a ycat ago

th~ respected president of the California chapter of the

National Organization fot Women, Monday goes on
trial on a 1965 murder charge. She fought efforts. to
prosecute her for the beating death of Argcntme
businessman Moises Chayo. Ex-husband John Sidotc
said the two of them lured Chayo to a desolate area of
Louisiana in 1965 and she beat the Argentine to death
with a tire iron.

come, in for some

Free Homemade Soup
Daily after 3 p.m.

LOS ANGELES - 'fhc Los Angeles Raiders said
thc team will delay building luxury suites and a press
box. in the Coliseum until after the 1984 Olympic
Games. The Raiders said they will wait because at
present it is to ri'sky to do it now...
. ..• ,

(no coupon required/no purchase required)

.
.

~.

'
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forum
--Editorial--

Society of Women Engineers Jumps 500 Percent
IJy Kathy Knudsen

BLOOM COUNTY

7HEY'RfIMKlN!t

Subversion Poor Method
Elections always ruffl<3 somebody's feathers, usually the loser's,
but generally, protests are made after the fact Not so In student
politics, where the gears are always in need of a htgher-grad~ ~rease.
Controversial elections are part and parcel of ASUNM poltttcs. The
results of Spring 1982's election were Invalidated because of suspected monkeying with the ballots. Although the ~agents upheld the
results, election procedures were changed. Desptte these new preventive measures, election shenanigans this ye<~r got a head start
when elections commissioner Tad Anderman circumvented the set
procedure for verifying candidacy petitions.
Anderman may have had good reason for questioning the validity
of senatorial .candidate Sarnmy Assad's petition, but his met~?ds
were wrong. Anderman :;hould have attempted to make the vertftcation process rnore thoroughwhen the ~otion to ch.eck every 10th
signature was passed earlier by the electton cornrniss10n. instead, he
took it upon himself to rnake his own ru.les. .
Independence is usually a laudable tratt, but tn the case of government, refusal to go by the book results In anarchy and discre~lits the
procedure in question. We can always use watchdogs tn poitttcs, but
they would hav11 a bigger bite if they worked to change the .system,
not undermine it.

Membership has jumped from
eight to 40 in one year in the University of New Mexico student section of the Society of Women En·
ginecrs.
President Laura Bemis attributed
the 500 percent increa.se to advertisement ~md new ideas brought
home from a national student conference in Seattle last year.

...-----.........,
HeAilUNt~.

\
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HAl
I
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I

"We learned a lot about What the
other student sections were doing
an\) came back with more resources
and ideas for our section," she said.
"We worked real hard during the
summer to get set for a good senlCs·
ter. We were just well organized and
advertised our first meeting.··
The society was formed in 1950, a
time when few women were in engineering. "The objectives of the

By Dave Barry
The key to any do-it-yourself project is planning, which is how I
came to have an enormous lurnp of concrete in rny yard. Millions of
years from now, when the mountains have crumbled to the seas,
when ail traces of civilization have been wiped off the face ofthe Earth
by erosion or nuclear war or the fact that you can't get anybody to fix
things any more, space explorers from~nother,palaxy wi[l fi!ld ~y
lump and puzzle over it. "How," they Will ask, could a ~1Vtl1zatt<;Jn
capabi" of producing this enormous lurnp of concrete strnply dts·
appear without a trace?"

by Don Bruckner

MOOSE

From Staff and Wire Reports
In many parts of North America,
Halloween means costumes and parties reflecting a disdain for death and
supematurai beings. But in some
predominantly Catholic areas, AU
Hallows' Eve marks the beginning
of heartfelt observances for departed
loved ones by their families and
friends.

THE
.. i~VOLUTION

OF' MAN•
ONE fAMIL Y'.S EXPERIENCE
GEII&HIS KHAN W67" t:0.7)
...Qj

FAMOUS MO~GOLI~N CONQIII'R!IR

AND SADO·IMSOCHI5T. MOST
REMEMBM~D F'OR CR!.oiTIVE
METJIOPS .Of Pt.SMEM8fiiiN6
PEASAio'TS,

All Saints' Day, as the Nov. l
holiday is often called, is a time
when family members visit and tend
to the graves of relatives. Flowers
are placed on the graves, weeds are
cleared, celebrations held.
Visitation of graves ln New
Orleans has a practical as well sentimental purpose. Back in the early
18th century, when the city was
founded, bodies were often disposed

Vol. 88

Column Attempted To Soften Blow
Editor:
After reading Joe VanLanc·
ker's letter (Nov. 2), I couldn't
help but wonder why he didn't
include anything about Morn
and apple pie.
In rny opinion, the colurnn by
Richard Berthold was not rnak·
ing light of the incident in question, but was rather an attempt to

show how stupid war and all the
acts thereof can be by relating to
something we are ail aware of.
Nobody is denying that the
families of the Marines killed in
Beirut are in sorrow. What is in
question is the reason that this
incident had to occur at all. The
families should indeed be
"angry and mournful," but not at
the deaths themselves, which
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The observances in New Orleans
arc relatively simple compared to

are important, but at the whole
act of war that placed their loved
ones there in the first place, Mr.
Berthold's column was just an
attempt to soften the anger and
loss that many of us felt at this
occurence.

the celebrations in Juarez. Mexico.
Families may hold picnics at the
gravesitc, serving the favorite dish
of the honored dead.
"Pan de Muerto," or "Bread of
the Dead" is served with the meal.
Candy shops and bakeries also make
candy skulls with common names on
them, These arc presented in fun to
those whose name appears on them,

David Hudson

'Thugs' Blamed
Stove Shoup

Editor:
•.. We were appalled at the
blatant assassination attempt on
one of our outspoken, yet lov·
able, professors ••. Richard
Berthold, who has inspired such
great academic minds as Merrick
Olives. It is clear to us that this
brutal attack was instigated by a
radical group of barbaric admi·
nistrators in retaliation to the
constructive criticism offered, in
love, by this saint of a rnan. We
want this group of thugs to know
that we will not be deterred. We
will continue in our quest for
freedom frorn administrative
oppression and may even invade
a small island nation to prove our
point.
Donna Robinson
Curt Bland
Julie Lindquist

A woman cares for the graves of her father and mother at the
New Orleans Greenwood Cemetary in preparation for All
Saint's Day.

ONM SkYdiving Club will meet at 7 p.in. Mondays
In NM Union, Room 250.A, B. More information is
avaitableat 266-9617.

Tuesday's Events
VNM Chen Club will meet at 6 p.m. Mondays and
Fridays in NM Union;_ Room 2ll-E. More itl·
rormation is available at 242-6624.
Narmtln Anonymous will hold a meeting for
addicts only at S_ p.m. Mondays at St. Thomas of
Canterbury. 42S Unlversity N.E.

Campw Cru_gde ror C~rbl_ meets _at 7 ·p.m._ every
Tuesday in the Basi~:MedicniSdence.Bliildlng, Nonh
Can:ipus, ftoom 203. More information is available at
88J.l038.

Sanr:taary Group will hold a dosed AA meeting for
aJcohollcs only at noon Tuesdays rind Thursdays at
the Newman Center~ More lnform_atfort Is available at
247-1094.

Jarlsberg
Cheese
SAVE $1.00 per pound
Reg. $4. 35/lb.

381400

MARTY

ASUNM.SENATOR
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----Letters----

Life Primary Matter

Daily Lobo

Bemis said the Society of Women
Engineers has speakers. conferences
and literature, which offer role nlOd·
els to women entering engineering.
"Women arc realizing that just
because
society tells them they can't
of in the banks of the Mississippi
River, Bodies that were buried in the do something, that doesn't mean
soil had a tendency to resurface due they can't. As the number of women
to the extremely shallow water in engineering and science fields intable. Water at less than two feet creases, young women have more
below the ground would force the role models." she said.
Statistics show that 10 years ago,
bodies back up.
. Legend has it that periodic floods
and hurricanes also uncovered the
dead. Plagues, diseases and foul
odors became associated with
cemeteries.
By the beginning of the 19th cen·
tury, residents of New Orleans began burying their dead above ground
in stone tombs. The tradition of
annual visits to maintain the graves
began around 1830.
Entire families visited graves during last week's holy day. Many
came to reminisce. decorate and
clean up tombs or just sit and modi·
tate.

less than five percent of the students
enrolled in the UNM College of En·
gineering were women. Today,
more than 20 percent of the 2.000
engineering students urc female.
Nutionul figtircs from the Burcuu
of Labor show that only 0,8 percent
of employed engineers were women
in 1972. Now. 90,000 -- ot' 5. 7
percent- of all ~nginccrs arc
women.
"Engineers arc employable, and
that's something that's good for
women,'' said Bemis. She added the
starting pay !br engineers is about
$24,000 a year, and women often
receive n1orc than men.
A big push has been made to get
women and minorities into en·
ginccring, "but even if the preference for them di.minishcs, the de.
mand for engineers is not going to,"
said Bemis. ''It's a market that's
increasing every year."

ESQUIVEL

They will never figure it out, unless they have discovered basket·
bail. See, rny original plan was to have a basketball goal in rny
driveway. I often relax by playing basketball with rny dog, Shawn a.
We pretend we're in the Olympic basketball finals, wherein l'rn the
Americans and Shawna is the Russians. Usually the Americans win
big, because although the Russians have a lot of hustle, they tend to
be weak on strategy. For example, if the Americans really need to
score a basket, they just yell "Bad dog! BAD dog!" and the Russians
become a cowering bag of fur.
So I got this basketball goal and read the instructions, which were
Editor:
written in the following style;
STEP SEVEN: Insert the SMALLER end of the bolt (the end that is
not as big as the other end) into the HOLE (the little round place
... The first remark should not be "we shouldn't be there anywhere there is no metal or anything), then •..
way," or "what are we doing there?" It hurts me to hear these or
sirniliar remarks spilling irnrnediately over the lips of so rnany people
My point here is that the instructions were written so that they when they talk about the tragedy in Lebanon.
could be understood by a person whose brains had been surgically
Instead of using this tragedy as a chance to profess your political
removed and replaced with library paste. So l am still puzzled as to philosophies orfurtheryour religious position in an attemptto further
why they were so vague about how much concrete you needed. They sorne personal gains, stop. Think of what has happened. It was flesh
said you were supposed to dig a hole, then put the basketball post in and blood, people, human beings as you and I are human beings. And
the hole, then fill the hole with concrete. But they didn'tsay how rnuch because whatever the cause or circumstances, they are gone.
concrete.
Before you expound on it being right or wrong, how things should
have been, how things ought to be, just stop and let it sink in. They
So I called this concrete place, and they told me they could attach a were alive, and are no longer.
special trailer to rny car and fill it with already-mixed concrete, and I
The first thing you should think of is- why? That's all you should
could just pour it into the hole, They said the trailer would hold a think of, at least now. No matter what you believe, first realize what
"yard" of concrete. I had no idea what that meant, but I figured, how has been lost. Life- precious, unique life. Perhaps if you'll stop, feel
much could a "yard" be?
what has gone on, what has happened, for a little while you might not
Tip for Do·it-yourselfers: It turns out that a "yard" is exactly the be able to rnake your speeches of right or wrong, shoulds or ought to
right amount of concrete if you want to anchor your basketball post bes. You'll know how hard it is to speak through tears.
AND fill the New York City subway system with concrete to a depth
of 11 feet.
Jason G. Fish

NEWM£XIco--------------

year is a resume book. Bemis said
they collected the resumes of 100
graduating men and women engineers - a quarter of the d<tss and assembled them in a book to be
published next month. "We sell
them to eon1panics who arc recruiting engineers, It's been real successful," said Bemis. Letters were sent
to 400 companies and 20 have
already responded.

All Saint's Day Tradition for the Dead

---Humor--Do-lt-Vourselfers Guided

Society of Women Engineers arc to
promote women in engineering and
to make it known to the public some
t)f the opportunities a,nd advancements available to women in engineering," Bcn1is said.
The organi~ation includes both
student and professional sections.
Bemis said UNM's group is one of
.the 200 student sections found in
universities across the country,
The group's main fundraiser this

SPECIAL $3.35/lb.

The "Day of the Dead" coincides
with the Roman Catholic Feast ot
All Souls. but the practice of paying
tribute to the dead can be traced to
the Aztecs, centuries before the
Spanish Conquest.
Halloween American style is
celebrated in many border .cities.
although is unknown in Mexican
cities farther south.

LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE?

LEARN TO FLY
• Experienced Professional Instructors.
• Uncongested Training Environment.
• on demand charters available
• 5% Discount on Block Time.
• $20.00 Introductory Flight With This Ad.

A J.uarez priest said "Halloween
is no longer a religious holiday. It is
now just another excuse to have a
Sale.''

All Saints' Day is also celebrated
in El Paso, but with less ceremony.
Like residents of New Orleans. El
Pasoans make sure graves of loved
ones are maintained.

For More Information
Call 898-1313

Alameda Airport
Albuquerque, N.M. 87114

'ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Various UNM Colleges along
with the Alumni Association
have designed a program by which
you can counsel with alumni
working in your field. This
..
program will enable you to utilize
alumni as a resource in pursuing
your major, career, goals, etc.

-

"""'

with this coupon

La Montanita
Food Co-op
"a natural foods grocery"

106 Girard Blvd. S.E.
Open 9:GOo.m.-9p.m.
(Sunday 11 o.tn.·4p.m.)

265-4631

SOIINCE Of INFONMATION

Check with the dean of your college or the Alumni
Association (277-5808) for more information.
(Mentors ate available for· the following colleges:
Anderson Schools, Architecture, Arts & Sciences,
Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, Law School,
Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, and University College.

Ptoject of the Student Affairs Committee of the UNM Alumni Association.
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Focus
Candidates for ASUMN Senate Positions Profiled
By

V;~leric

Gerard

Th~ following n profile of the
Assm;iuted Students of the Univcrsi"
ty of New Mexico senatorial cnndidutcs, listed in the order they will
appear on the ballot Wednesday.
These arc their opinions on a few of
the issues concerning the University.

Thomas J. Torres

"the potential for improvement"
and feels he can help.
To cut the budgd deficit, Barbee
says the situation needs to be reassessed. He would l1ke to sec
"strcumlininl? ASUNM sponosrcd
commi ttccs across the board." He
agrees with recent sennte <Wtions
such as cutting ASUNM salaries and
the reassessment of the Popular Entertainment Committee budgets.
The decision by the Regents to
veto a mandatory fcc for NMPIRG
"is in my estimation a dangeroLJs
precedent and an indicator ofthc Regents' attitude toward students'
rights.·· He would like to see a student-initiated petition drive so the
Regents would be aware of the students' feelings on the issue. He
would like the Regents to reassess
the situation and subsequently hold
another vote.
The most pressing need of the
University. says Barbee, is "the
apparent lack of support by the state
Legislature for faculty,. administrators, and thus students ... The result of the lack of funding will ulti·
mutely be declined educational
quality."
3)CHRLS BENNETT has been
withdrawn from the race,

Eugene Hill

ing the executive branch of
ASUNM; to lobby at the state level
to make the Regents more accountable toward UNM stLJdcnts' t1nd em·
ployees' interests: and especially to
protect student entertainment orga·
nizations from the dictntorship of
.ASUNM politicians."
On the deficit and its solutions.
Hill says "one remedy has already
been implemented - putting PEC
on a budget . . . The senate also has
to be very aware of the creation of
frivolous and unnccccssary
ASUNM jobs. The president has
created many new positions in his
own office. The senate must prevent
the president from disproportion ally
funding small organizations due to
their loyalty to him ... (such as)
the Islamic Student Union."
The most pressing problem at
UNM, says Hill, ls the quality of
education. "The misaligned prioritics of the Board of Educational Finance are putting it (the quality of
education) in jeopardy." Hill is concemed with the "sub-standard" pay
for professors and the effect this
might have on quality education.
7)HOLLY MEEKINS is a freshman planning to major in finance
management.
On the deficit, Meekins says

the rights of students on this
campus."

1)THOMAS JAMES TORRES b
a senior studying accounting at .the
AndeNm School of Management.
He has been at the University over
Jive year~. he S<tys. and feel~ his
input to ASllNM will be useful.
Torres would like to sec the onlanitations at the University get a fair
chance getting ASUNM funding.
He is currcntlv a senate aide and
works for the Lobby Committee.
In addressing the current deficit.
Ton·cs would like to sec the f'ilm
Committee put on a budget. and the
salaries of the C<,mmittce \chairmen
cut.

Maureen Hickey

4)MAUREEN HICKEY is a
junior in the Fine Arts Department.
She plans to major in music history.
She is running for senate because,
she says. "!think it is important to
become involved in issues that effect
me at~d 'the people around me."
Hickey is ·finishing her term as
clmirman of the board of directors of
NMPIRG.
She "wholeheartedly endorses"
the cuts the .senate has made in the
executive budget. In cutting the de·
ficit, she says, "The first thing I
would look at when appropriating
money to ANY student group is the
Michael Barbee
amount of students affected by the
group and how much success the
In response to the recent veto by group has in realizing its goals.
the UNM Board of Regents of a
mandatory fee for the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group,
Torres says "I would like to sec all
the Board of Regents members out
~nd have new members put in who
will not be biased in their decisions.
The NMPIRG issue is not the only
issue where I feel their actions were
improper," he says. "Issues like
faculty pay which effected the students by havirtg classes trimmed
down," were also improper.
Torres says that ASUNM needs to
"look more towards the students.
There is too much funding going to
some organizations, while others arc
being overlooked." He also feels
that students need to be more informed about the ASUNM senate.
2)MICHAEL BARBEE is a sophomore in the U11iversity college. He
plans to major in psychology and
political science. . . . .
Barbee sees ASUNM us having

"As one who is closely involved
with NMPIRG," says Hickey, "l
feel a great injustice was done, (by
~he veto ofthe mandatory fcc), not
JUSt to NMPIRG, but to the entire
student bo(ly, I would like to sec the
Board of Regents reconsider the
proposul with all the Regents in
attendance, and l would like to sec
the students show their suppo1t for

SammyAssed

S)SAMMY ASSED is a junior
majoring in computer and political
science. He has been the assistant
chairman of the ASUNM Speaker's
Committee.
Assed says the most pressing need
or UNM is honesty and quality in
lcader;hip. "I will end the political
team plays in the l.enatc." he says,
"I know I will be a leader."
To cut the deficit. Asscd would
cut executive orticcs to minimum
wages, cut down on the hours of
executive officers, cut such jobs as
Attorney General and chief administrative aide and all vice chairmen of
committees to tuition waivers without pay.
In reference to the recent veto bv
the Regents of a mandatory fcc,
Asscd says the action is "very sad
whether you tlrc with or against

,

8)JOJ-IN WILSON is sophomore
in the University College. He is
majoring in business computer systems,
He is the current president and
ch.arter member of th.e Lobo
Jaycees. He has been a member of
the US Senatorial Club, and a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity,
Representative to the UNM InterFraternity Council. He has worked
with New Mexico Crimestoppcrs,
United World College, and United
Blood Services.
To cut the ASUNM deficit, Wilson would reduce executive salaries
and expense accounts, move more
organizations from appropriations to
specific budgets for the year. and
redefine the spending goals of
ASUNM.
''I feel that the Regents should not
have overturned the decision (the
student vote of a mandatory fee)
which was favored by 68 percent of
the voting student body. Although I
feel that the fee might be high,'' he
said, "I think that funding can be
attained in another way, such as a
separate budget.''
Wilson says the most pressing
needofUNM students is "a stronger
voice in ASUNM. This can be
gained by increasing voter turnout
and senators that make an effort to
listen, not just worry about their own
special interest groups,
9JMARTY ESQUIVEL is junior
in the College of Arts and Sciences
and is majoring in journalism.
Concerning the deficit, Esquivel
says "the easiest and most pragmatic thing to do would be to slice that
deficit off the top of the ASUNM

'

NMPIRG. The issue (at stake) is the
democratic proces~. The students
clearly voted in favorofNMPIRG.I
will not sit back and watch the Re·
gents usc tactics used by dicta·
torshifls in the world to rlln this Uni·
versity. A resolution condemming
the Regents should have bc.cn
taken."
He describes himself as honest
hardworking "and most of alii ani~
leader."

Martv Esquivel

John Schoeppner

gests cutting excess expenditures of
working staff and the president; a
funding formula for governmental
posts; the review of specific deficits
for PEC and other committees; and
the study of different committees
and organizations that run a high risk
of incurring a deficit.
Romero says the Board of Regents showc(! poor judgment on the
veto of a mandatory fcc. '·'It denied
students the democratic process of
deciding their future."
Romero claims to be a moderate.
"I feel! will be honest and work in
their {the students') interest. I am
open minded and willing to listen to
students' needs and demands.

Bazan Romero

budget this spring. Of course, it will
put the ASUNM government in dire
straits, but it is the only short term
answer.'~

On the Regent veto, Esquivel
says, iit is "very detrimental to the
students of the University. This decision will only create more student
apathy and in turn, will turn away
more students from out elections.
"When it come right down to it, I
don't think the Board of Regents had
the students' best interests in mind,
It was more like them saying, 'Well,
who do we wall! mad at us ~ the
students or the lcgislt1tors. "'
The most pressing need of UNI\1
~tud~nts •. say Esq~ivcl, is the park·
mg SitUatiOn. "I thtnk there arc a few
ways to overcome this problem..
Maybe with the city's help we could
get a bond proposal."

Holly Meekins

continued from page 6
The most pressing needs of UNM
students, Romero S<\ys, arc keeping
tuition down, a stronger Lobby
Committee, more campus activities,
and more facilites to be used for
musical and cultural events.
To cut the deficit; Romero sug-

II >JOHN SCHOEPPNER is a
senior double majoring in ccono·
mics and Latin American studies.
He has served in dorm government.
been vice-president of ASUNM
Economic Student Cnuncil, Student
Manager of Lobo Fnotball. director

John Wilson

"more than one factor is rcsp(msiblc
for the deficit. Therefore. 1 feel that
these factors should be Cl!rcfully
viewed before dccidh1g how to reduce the deficit. It is important.
though, that campus organizations
stay within their budgets,'' she said.
On the NMPIRG veto, Meekins
says "by overriding the vote made
by students. the Board of Regents
s.howed that student opinions mean
httle to them. I would. like to sec that
the voice of the students is heard."
One of tnc most pressing needs of
UNM students, says Meekins "is
more parking space. If elected, I will
sec that this issue is brought up.
She ?cscribcs herself as "very
open-mmded and I look at all sides

6)EUGENE HILL is a senior Ia
the Anderson School of Manage·
n1cnt. He is 111ajoring in gcneml
management.
As scJialor, Hill would like torefonn the "balance of power favor-

of ;m issue before making a decision. I am very dependable and will
serve my tcrn1 to the best of my
ability."

Focus
Candidates----------------

I0)13AZAN ROMERO, is a
junior majoring in history and poli"
tical science major.
Romero has been a tnembcrofthe
minorities coalition for the past two
years.
continued on page 7

Devin Warwick

of the ASUNM textbook coop. and a
member of the Student Pub! Ications
Board.

Schoeppner suggests salary cuts
for the president and vice-president
in order to reduce the deficit. He also
wants to limit their ~xpense
accounts. "All administrative aides
should not be paid salaries'' but suggests instead a tuition waiver,
"PEC's budget should be tied to its
ability ~o bring in profit-making
shows," he says.
Concerning the Regents veto,
Schoeppner says, they ''have destroyed the democratic process. Their
action was with complete disregard
of student rights.' •
The most pressing need, says
Schoeppner, "is a voice in UNM
policy. SUB prices. considering the
heavy subsidies it received, are too
high."
He also wants a voice .in state
Legislature for improved funding.

have an understanding of students'
needs and interests."
To cut the deficit, Lopez wants to
"cvt the S<\larics of many of the
ASUNM positions and would like to
sec sevet&I of the paid positions
completely taken off the ASUNM
payroll.''
On the NMPIRG funding issue,
Lopez, say the Board of Regents
should not have vetod the bill. He
suggests that the issue be tal:en up by
the students and not just the senate.
. Lopez says "education is always
the biggest need of any student. I
will do anything in my power to improve the higher education at
UNM."
He describes himself as "a good '
listener and one who follows
through with what I start,"

14)JOHN VANCE is a junior in a
12)DEVIN WARWICK is a pre-law program with a math minor.
senior majoring in political science.
He is an active member of
She served as an ASUNM senator NMPIRG. As senator, Vance says,
last fall and spring semester. She he "could be an effective reprewas ASUNM attorney general sentative of the student body in
through the summer. She has served general."
on the Lobby Committee, the Fi·
To cut the deficit, Vance suggests
nance Committee and worked for looking further than salary cuts. For
the Budget Inquiry Board.
example, he would like to see
Concerning the ASUNM deficit, "whether or not the rent for the SUB
Warwick says "the spending at the cinema could be reduced so that the
moment should be cut at the -execu- . cinema could show a profit for a
change, Also if NMPIRG could get
some sort of separate fee, that would
free up an additional $16,000 for the
deficit."
On the Regents' veto, he says, "I
feel that it's indicative of the
Board's insensitivity to the University community's needs." He
feels the Regents should consider a
compromise proposal.
The most pressing need of UNM
student~. says Vance, "is a greater
participation in decision-making at
this University.'' He says that if students had more input, the severe cutbacks in the summer programs
would not have happened.
Vance describes himself as "an
independent candidate. I would vote
on the merits of an issue. rather than
the politics surrounding it."

Pat Lopez

tive level." She says pat1 of the
reason for the deficit is the executive
aides and secretaries hired at the ex·
ecuti vc levels.
"We also need to budget PEC. A
cut in lcadcrsh ip salaries is a very
possible proposal," she says.
"The student should have the final decision on all student organizations." she says of the Regent's veto
of the mandatory fee, "whether it
pertains to funding or simple group
charter."
Warwick considers the most
pressing need of UNM students to be
"the gaining of knowledge of what
is happening to their student activity
fees. (The students) also need to get
more. involved in canlpl,ls activities.,.
She decribcs herself as "an interested, honest and energetic individual who cates if things arc done
justly."

15JADRIAN ARTECHE is a
junior majming in speech communications with a minor in busi-

Adrian Arteche

years. She was on the Homecoming
Committee,
To cut the deficit Arteche says "I
believe the president and vice'
president should get cuts in pay.
Tuition waivers and expense
accounts .are fine as long as they are
used correctly." She says the positions of attorney general and executive aides should be paid by a tuition
waiver.
"1. strongly feel that appropriations should not be made before the
fourth week of school," she says.
"There is going to have to be a tightening of the budget."
On the. Regents' veto, she says.
"I believe this is a matter of principles. I don't necessarily agree or disagree with the Board of Regents'
beliefs, but as a matter of principle,
they should not have overridden ihe
students' decision."
Arteche sees financial matters as
the most pressing need of UNM students. "I feel that students should
get the highest form of education
possible. This could be obtained by
studcm government working with.
instead of against, the administra-

senior majoring in history,
She is presently serving as ch~lir
mnn of the ASUNM Cultural Committee, She considers the desire to
work for the students of UNM a
qualification.
To control the budget, she suggests not allowing "ASUNM committees to exceed their budgets. and
checking this through regular finan·
cial reports."
She also suggests exploring
alternatives available to revenueproducing committees. such as
PEC.
On the Regents veto, she says
''whether or not I agree with the
dccison macte, I feel that a principle
has been violated. The Regents
needed to pay strong consideration
to the fact that 68 percent .of the
students voted to adopt the
NMPIRG proposal.
She feels the most pressing need
of UNM students is higher quality
education. "If elected I would work
to increase lobbying efforts to increase administrative and instmctor's salaries."
The candidates arc vying for 11
'full-time positions and one part-time
position.
·

tion. ! t

16)ANNETTE HAZEN is a

Annette Hazen

Jamaican Role Object of
Reagan, Seaga Meeting

John Vance

13)P AT LOPEZ is a sophomore
ness.
majoring in physical education.
She has been a member of the
His qualification for the position,
he says, "is that I am a student and I UNM marching band ror three

WASHINGTON (UPil- President Reagan planned a meeting with
Jamaican Prime Minister Edward
Seaga Sunday in a final push to
strengthen his hand in foreign affairs
before a wceklong trip to Asia.
Reagan scheduled the late afternoon meeting with Scaga following
the president's return from a
weekend at Camp David, Md.
Jamaica was one of seven Caribbean nations that called Oh the Un"
itcd States to support a multinational
move against the Marxist leaders of
an Oct. 12 coup in Grenada.
Seaga, who took a lead role in the
discussions, said on the first day of
the !nvasion that ''English-speaking
Canbbean countries have made it
unmistakeably. clear that they will
not tolerate subversion and revolu·
tion. ''
While Grenada is not expected to
be a major topic of discussion durhig

Reagan's talks in Japan and South
Korea. reaction to tbc operation ln1s
done much to shore up Reagan's im·
age at home.
Japan, the president's first stop
this week, was among the major
U.S. allies that made public statements of opposition to the invasiml
during debate last week in the U.N.
General Assembly.
The Rcagan-Scaga meeting was
only a prelude to what one Reagan
aide described as a "tromp card" in
winning the battle for public opinion
over the Oct. 25 invasion.
There will also be a ceremony at
the White House today, attended by
many of the American medical students who were in Grenada at the
time of the invasion and, whose safe·
ty Reagan cited as a main reason for
the action.

Public Issues Include Moose-Saving, Foreign Policy
(UPI)- A host of local issues n1anding an end to U.S. involvewill be decided in public initiatives ment in El Salvador, Seattle has one
l'uesday when voters across the asking for withdrawal of American
country decide whether to save forces from all of Central America
moose from hunters, raise the drink- and Cambridge, Mass., a proposed
ing age, limit taxes and preserve a nuclear free zone,
favorite watering hole of the FoundThe SMOOSA initiative, short
ing Fathers.
for or Save Maine's Only Official
Three cities vote on weighty fore- Animal, would ban the shootillg of
ign policy questions.
· moose in Maine. Each year the state
San Francisco has an initiative de· issues permits by lottery to shoot

I ,000 of the state's estimated moose
population of 20.000.
The moose may lose. A hun.ters'
group,raised $383,000 to oppose the
initiative, while proponents raised
less than $30,000.
Ohio may have the most farreaching ballot initiatives. The in·
itiativcs grew from thc'ciJactmcnt in
February of a 90 percent permanent
increase in the state personal income

tax, pushed by Gov. Richard Celeste
and Democrats controlling the Ohio
legislature.
Ohioans to Stop Excessive Taxa·
tilln, following the footsteps, of taxcutters like Howard Jarvis of Proposition 13 fume in Califor11ia.
gathered enough signatures to place
two issues on the ballot.
Polls predict a close vote on both.
Distdct of Columbia vmcrs will

decide on whether to save the
Rhodes Tavern from the wrecker's
ball. The tnvern was once a hangout
of George Washington and his
friends but is now a dilipidatcd
building in the wuy of a $190 mill in»
urhan renewal project.
Sa11 Franciscan voters also 11ill
vot.e on a city <Jrdinance employers .
to provide u nnnsnwkin!) area in
workplaces.
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Play Transcends Reality to Get to Legend

Po.et to Conclude 1983 Series

When Michael Ondautj~ visitGd
this state Oct. 17 to rend his poetry at
the University of New Mexico, he
welcomed the sight of u chipmunk
scurrying about the countryside.
You sec, there's a reference to
th;Jt furry critter in his poetic, adult
play, The Collected Works 1!{ Billy
till' Kid. which is set in New Mexico -- u state OndaaUc hml never
seen until i<lSl month - and he had
no idea whether chipmunks ever
roamed these parts.
Even if Ondaatjc would have discovered that those animals hnd never
set fool in New Mexico. he wouldn't
have been too upset because his play
about the infamous outlaw casts
reality to the wind and foc(JSCS on a
surrealistic version of the Kid's
legend - a legend he enacted as a
boy.
The UNM theater arts department
will produce Ondnatjc's drama
Wednesday through Saturday at 8
p.m. in UNM's Experimental theater. The Canadian playwright won
Canada's Governor General's
Award for the play in 1970.
"In this play, Ondaatjc wrote his
own version of the legend," says
theater arts Professor Clayton Kar-

kosh, director of UNM 's prodtiction. ''The play transcends reality to
get at the essence of the legend,
which is ultimately stronger than the
man."

Karkosh explains that Ondaatjc
wrote his poetic drama from Billy's
point of view. "It's Billy's effort to
undcrst<tnd the facts .about his life
and to get the facts straight - from
his point of vit;w - before his last
words arc out."
The play's action, Karkosh continues, is "a kaleidoscope of fleeting images which pass through Billy's mind before his death" which
tr:tnscends chronological time.
"The cast and I arc working on the
idea th!tt the play takes place between the time the bullet leaves
(sheriff). Pat Garrett's gun and hits
Billy the Kid. The legend began the
second the bullet entered him.
"Obviously, no one who will sec
the play has ever been that c-lose to
death, but many of us have pondered
the thought of what would go
through our minds."
Dream-like love scenes and fights
dramatize Billy's last thoughts about
his life and relationships with others;
Sheriff Pat GmTctt who used to be

his friend; rancher John Chisom;
gang members Charlie Bowclre and
Tom O'Folliurd; his lover Angie;
friend Sally; and Cclsa, the last
woman he saw before his death.
While reading other works by
Ondaatje, Karkosh found a poem
which describes Sally's memories of
Billy the l<id, and he decided to add
it to the script, with Ondaa~e' s compliments and approvaL
"The cast and I like Ondaatje 's
work very much, and we've made
every effort to respect it I 00 peTcent.
We want to get it word-perfect, and
we've made that our challenge,"
Karkosh says,
"There's a great difference between reading a hard, factual news
account and a poetic event. The poet
will carefully select words for sound
and pattern, and ym.l have to look at
the rhythm and sound of the words
very specifically and think, 'How
can I best say that? Do you whisper,
scream it, draw it out or clip it'!'
"At times, we looked at playing
the script as one would a musical
score, You have to think in the same
way a musician would in playing
notes. Like something by Mahler,
the play beautifully leads you
through an experience and you create your own interpretation."
Emphasizing Ondaatje's poetry
and intent, Karkosh says he avoided
researching the life of Billy the Kid
and the reason for the legend. He
says, however, that the Kid "must
have been a very charasmatic character in the wild west of the 1800s,"
and quotes a description of the outlaw by Pat Garrett, who ended Billy's life in Lincoln County by putting a bullet through his head;
'"Those who knew him best will
tell you that in his most savage and
dangerous moods his face always
wore a smile. He ate and laughed,
drank and laughed, rode and

BEST PRICES
IN TOWN
OPEN
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8AM-9PM
SATURDAYS 10AM-4PM
lOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
277-5031

A little harder to find but worth it.

........................
GETAWAY/SPECIAL
EVENTS
Turkey Trot
Saturday, November 19
Get ready for Thanksgiving, enter the 7th Annual
Turkey Trot on Saturday, November 19! The three
mile run will begin at 10:00 a.m. at the UNM North
Golf Course. T-shirts will be given to the first 300
people who enter and over 66 prizes will be
awarded, including turkeys which will be given to
the first place finishers in each age category. The
run is sponsored by UNM Leisure Services and Lite
Beer from Miller. Register in the Leisure Services
Office, Room 230 in Johnson Gym by Friday,
November 18 at 5:00 p.m. $4.00 entry fee. $5.00
the day of the run. Come chase the turkey,

••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Diane Wakoski
creating both a personal narrative
ami a personal mythology, I write
long poems, and emotional ones.
My themes are loss, imprecise

!Idi/Or's note: The fo!loll'ing is a
.1pecial fe(l/11/'1? to the Daily Lobo.

Scott Car-4JWBV

laughed, talked and laughed, fought
and laughed, and killed anti
laughed."
Though Karkosh is incorporating
this description into Billy's churactcr, he emphasizes that the play is far
from a historicalaccouht of the ourlaw. When Ondaatjc visited UNM,
.he met with Karkosh and the cast and

jokingly expressed concern about
some long-lost relative of Billy the
Kid showing up for the UNM play
and writing him nasty letters for taking liberties with the Kid's history.
Admission is $2, seating is li·
mited to 120 and because of the rna·
turc language ttnd content of the
play, audience discretiott is advised .

Play to Feature Top Blues/Jazz Songs
The setting - a sleazy hotel in
1938 Chicago; the characters three love-lost females; the
music -jazz and blues from the
best-known writers of the 1920s and
'30s; the result- a musical revue
featuring one of the most distinguished vocalists in gospel, jazz and
blues.
Della Reese, star of Blues in the
Night which will be presented Tuesday night in Popejoy Hall as a part of
the "Best of Broadway" series, is a
name that is synonomous with entertainment par excellence. Her singing style for romantic ballads and
hard-driving songs utilizing her uni·
que jazz-blues-gospel sound is unmistakable.

The final reading· in this fall's
Poets and Writers Reading Series
will feature poet Diane Wakoski at
7:30p.m. in 335 Ortega on
Tuesday.
Wakoski's reputation is international. She publishe<l her first
volume of poetry, Coins .and Cofjin.r, in 1962, and has followed with
12 more full-length collections of
verse including Inside the Blood
Factory, The Motorcycle Betrayal
Poems, and, most recently, Cap of
Dark11ess, as well as a book of
essays and interviews.
Wakoski was born in Whittier,
Calif, in !937. She attcndc\1 the
University of California at Berkeley., and has lectured at a number
of universitks, including the New
School for Social Research, University of Virginia, University of
Hawaii and many others, Currently,
she is poct·in·residence at Michigan
State University.
•'I think of myself as a narrative
poet." Wakoski wri.tes. "A poet

perception.justice,truth, the duality
of the world and the possibilities of
magic, transformation and the creation of beauty out of ugliness.
"My language is dramatic, oral
a.nd as American as I can 111akt; it,
with the appropriate plain surfaces
and rich vocabulary. Poetry, for me,
is the supreme art of the individual
using a huge magnificent range of
language to show how special and
different and wonderful his perceptions arc - with utter contempt for
pettiness of imagination or spirit,"
1-Jayden Carruth has written of
Wakoski's work: "Again and again
she returns to themes of sexual need,
dread, jealousy, outrage and anger," though her basic "human
bond of sympathy gives her work a
moral and metaphysical resonance
that the poetry of merely militant
feminists seldom achieves. She has
become in a very few years one of
the two or three most important
poets of her generation in
America.,,

Search for Perfect Strawberry Daiquiri

Robert Larragoite as Billy the Kid shares some thougllts with
his lover 'Angie (Stephanie Radovitch) in The Collected
Works of Billy the Kid.

Reese has combined her talents on
this musical national tour WJth director Sheldon Epps and producer
Mitchell Maxwell, both on the original crew of the Broadway production of Blues in the Night which received a 1982-83 Tony nomination
for best musical, and Mercedes
Ellington, a distinguished dancer
and choreographer best known for
his starring role in Sophisticated
Ladies.
On stage, Reese is joined by Neva
Small, the girl with a date, and
Cynthia White, the woman of the
world, The three women ruminate
from dusty hotel rooms about the
pleasures and pains of loving and
leaving men, Their strong vocals arc
accompanied by a five-member
blues band.
At 52 years old, Reese, after a
brilliant singing career, her own
television talk show and frequent
guest appearances on national television, is now on her first national
tour of a Broadway show.
"I think it's wonderful to do
something that is completely
fresh," Reese says.
Two dozen blues and jazz tunes
by composers such as Bessie Smith,
Alberta Hunter and Johnny Mercer

have been brought together for a
night of musical entertainment in
Blues in the Night, From the humour
of "Kitchen Man" to the desolation
of "Nobody Knows You When
You're Down," this play has corn·
bincd its music in such a way as to
have earned the title of the "ultimate
celebration of America's blues
heritage."
A limited amount of tickets for
Blues itz the Night arc available at the
Popejoy Hall box office for $13, $16
and $18. More information is avail·
able at 277-3121.

Auditions Held
Auditions for an original production of Tlze Uiuletgrowzd Nutc·racker/EI Cascauuezes Subterratteo: a
Modem Albaquerqul! Cuellto for
Adults alld Children, will be held at
the KiMo Theater today at 7 p.m.
The show, to be performed Dec.
22 and 23, needs Uctors and actresses from all races and ethnic back·
grounds.
Performers will be sharing in the
proceeds for this production so payment is guaranteed. Mote information is available at 242·1071 or the
KiMo at 766-7816.

with a fresh strawberry. On a scale
of one to five, this daiquiri deserves
a four.
By Lydia Piper
The next stop was Bcnnigan's,
This restaurant is l11uder and busier
The strawberry - what a won- than the Steak and Ale, \tltracting a
drous fruit. This delectable berry has college-age crowd.
adorned the tables of kings and
Since the two establislunents arc
peasants alike. Its plump little body under the same roof, it is likely they
has been plopped into cereals at the usc the same recipes tor drinks. But
breakfast tables of presidents and the daiquiri at Bennigan 's is served
plumbers. Its ruby red color is such in a much larger glass. for about the
that many models have been photo- same price. The taste, however, is
graphed wrapping their tongues weaker because the larger glass rearound its fleshy skin to compare it quires the bartender to usc more icc
with the color of their lipstick. Its when blending it, This dttiquiri gets
taste is so exquisite, many com- a three-and-a-half rating.
panies have tried to copy it in lip
gloss so women may savor its uni·
<lUC palate every time they lick their
lips.
But nowhere has the strawbenry
been used to such distinction as in
the strawberry daiquiri. This
shamefully delicious delicacy is the
Dam Perigon among cocktails.
The search continued on to the
When correctly made, squeals of Marriott HoteL This stop turned out
sheer ecstasy will be heard from the to be a big disappointment.
consumer.
The lounge is crowded, with few
But not every establishment has places to sit, drinks are expensive
learned the secrets to good daiquiri and the daiquiris are terrible.
making. Some usc improper ingreThe drink is too tart, making it
dients and some just have incompe- difficult to finish. Rumor has it the
tent bartenders.
hotcf has its own recipe for sweet
Albuquerque is no differeht in this and sour mix, a major ingredient in
respect; some bars serve quality daiquiris_ They probably would be
drinks while others butcher the re- better off sticking to the premixed
cipe. With this in mind. the search sweet and sour most bars usc began one Friday night for the pertheir daiquiris only deserVe a rating
fect strawbenry daiquiri.
of one.
The next stop was the Classic
The first establishment visited
was the Steak and Ale, The main Hotel. The lounge features a live
feature of this restaurant is its food. band which makes it difficult to talk,
but the cocktail lounge is comfort- and the majority of the people in the
able and quiet; a great meeting place place look like businessmen staying
for friends and business associates. at the hotel with no place else to go_
The daiquiris at the Classic arc not
The waitresses and bartenders arc
pleasant and the prices are compcti· good. they don't taste as bad as the
tive.
Marriot's, but again, a bad choice of
Steak and Ale daiquiris are deli- sweet and sour ntins an otherwise
Cious, served in a bolo-style glass. good drink. A rating of two and a
rimmed with sugar and garnished half goes to this daiquiri.
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STEREO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE
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he said: It's not art, it's about art.
she said: It's about time.
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Chelsea Street Pub was the last
place visited, but for those looking
for a really good daiquiri, it should
be one of the first stops made.
The establishment is consistent
with its name; it looks' like an English Pub and is a great place to meet
for lunch. The food is good, the ,
prices are reasonable and the daiquiris arc incredible,
It is fitting that the best should be
saved for last, but when asked for the
recipe, the waitress said it is a secret,
Chances are, however, she just
didn't know. But whatever the case
may be, this daiquiri gets a rating of
four and a half.
Although Chelsea Street Pub was
the last place vish·.'d during this particular evening, there are other
places in Albuquerque that deserve
mentioning.
Harrigan's, Paul's Montery Inn
and the High Finance Restaurant at
the top of the tram all have excellent
daiquiris. Each deserves a rating of
four.
But wait a minute- why don't
any daiquiris earn a rating of five?
It's simple. A five rating would end
the search - why spoil the fun?

Off

Any LQrge Thick Crust,
Pepperoni Pizza
expires 11-13-.8.3
With rhls Coupon

one coupon per p1z.za. wotch rht? lobo
every doy for our coupon sp~c•ols

We honor

rPerm
COlor Too!

PERMS

$18.75

(includes cut)

CE~Cg~~;N~~

$15.75

• TINTS • BLEACHES • STREA.KINGS
• CELLOPHANES
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

~ ·p

U [ efffi

2935 Lo~isi:na N.E.

. H8II
Pop8JOY

CoiOrTOO!

883-7775

WHEIIE ALI. THE
GOOD THINGS fi,4PPEN

Tony award for the best music
Tuesday, November8-8:15PM
Tickets: S18, S16, Sl3
UNM Students •;, price

Telephone 277-3.121

S~LE
BOOKS & RECORDS
now in progress

MONSTER

UNM BOOKSTORE

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
TEST (CST)
Will be offered on
November 10, 1983
8:30 and 1:30
Testing Division Rm. 8
No prior registration necessaty
$10.00 TESTING FEE REQUIRED
Please lwing picture identification, pen and dictloJ~at·y

.

,

Noie: The CS'f is lirnited to (!)students tr-:lnsfen·iog the equivtilcnt Qf English 102 to UNM or
(2)ihose ,vho took Engllsh 102 bcfoJ·c Fall of 1080.
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·Sports
Lobos Avoid Rerun, Beat Wyoming Cowboys 17-10
By Eric Maddy

carried a loss of down, so UNM took short of the first down, and the Cowboys did not gain a first down on the
"I watched the films (of the ' next play. New Mexico then took
UNM-CSU game) and thought they over and ran out the clock,
(UNM) got screwed,'' said Wyom"Walt had not doubt and I had no
ing coach AI Kincaid after the garne. doubt (that he was not down)," said
"1 guess I know how they felt last a disappointed Baumberger after the
week.''
game. "How can he be down when
Kincaid also was displeased with he doesn't have the ball?"
two other calls by the officials in the
''We never heard a whistle,"
garne. The first, on Wyoming's only Kincaid said. "They told us that
touchdown ofthe night. took several Walt was down at that point."
minutes for officials to decide what
UNM head coach Joe Lee Dunn
to call.
said Sunday that he was not thinking
The official apparently signaled back to the Colorado State loss durthat Wyoming had scored, <md t]Jen ing Wyoming's two drives. "When
called a penalty on UNM for being you do that you are thinking negaoffsides. In explaining his call to the tive thoughts, and we don't think
other officials, he apparently forgot negative thoughts," Dunn said. ''I
tlult he signaled the touchdown.
was just trying to figure out a way to
Kincaid was also upset by a play stop them."
in Wyoming's final drive. The CowBut at least two Lobos were a little
boys drove to the UNM 25 and faced concerned. ''It was very, very scary
a third and three situation. Baumber- (on the sidelines)." said senior runger and fullback Walt Goffigan ran ning back Michael Johnson, who
what appeared to be a fullback dive, played sparingly because of strep
but the quarterback ended up will! throat and the nu. "But we deserved
the ball and was hcuded for the tying it. We needed it."
score.
''I called the guys together und
However. the officials said that told them thut we would have to play
Goffigan wus tackled with the ball u little tighter,'· Si!id senior defen-

over on downs.

Anyone who stayed home Sawrduy night and watched television
probably did oat sec any reruns,
since the new t.v. season is well
underway.
But the 19,109 people who went
to University Stadium and watched
the University of New Mexico football team beat Wyoming 17-10 nearly saw a repeat of the previous
week's game at Colorado State.
The Lobos, now 4-6 overall and
2-3 in Western Athletic Conference
play, were holding on to that hardearned seven point lead in the fourth
quarter, only to watch the Cowboys,
4-5 and 2-3. drive towards the
potential winning score (with a two
point conversion), just like CSU did
lust week.
Wyoming quarterback Brad
Baumberger evaded u big UNM rush
and actually completed u pass to
tight end Chris Kolodziejski in the
cndzone from the two-yard line, but
the play was called back when Cowboy DITcnsivc guard Mark Depew
was called for being illegally downl'ield. The fourth-down play also

got this one when quarterback Buddy Funck ran around the right end for
28 yards.
Funck then hit freshman Ken
Whitehead for a 32-yard completion, and Willie Turral capped the
five-play drive by taking a pitch
from Funck and scoring his first
touchdown o[the night fom 13 yards
out.
Turral scored the other Lobo
touchdown in the second quarter
when he broke through on a fourth
and one play and scored on a 24-yard
run to give UNM a lead they would
neverrelinquish. Joe Bibbo added a
26-yard field goal in the third quarter
to round out the Lobo scoring.
EXTRA POINTS: UNM noseguard Jeff Heidrick went out of the
game curly in the second half with
what was first diagnosed as a
sprained knee, Dunn said Sunday
that Heidrick may miss next week's
Tcxas-Bl Paso game ....
Senior split end Derwin Williams
will probably be back next week after suffering a leg injury at CSU last
week. "If they give me any kind of
go-ahead I'll go," Williams
said ....

sive end Jimmie Carter, ''I told them
the only way we could lose was if
they scored, and that would be the
second week in a rcw. I don't think
the fellows (on defense) wanted
that."
Defensive tackle Chuck Best
wasn't worried, "I didn't .know
when or how, but I just knew they
were not going to score," said the
6-foot-l junior. "I didn't care if they
got inside the five with a first down.
We just were not going to Jet them
score."
The Lobos rolled up 266 yards on
the ground and 348 yards in total
offense against the Cowboys, but
scored just 17 points, a stastic that
displeased Dunn. ''I thought that we
could have scored more," said the
first-year coach. "It's amazing how
we looked like a million dollars on
the first drive and after that we
started to fizzle."
UNM went 80 yards in the opening series of the game for a quick
touchdown. Johnson ran two plays
for seven yards, leaving the Lobos
with a third and three at their own
27. UNM, which has been having
trouble converting on third downs.

)

'

'

Polo Club Gets
Second Place
The University of New Mexico
Water Polo Club finished the fall
season Sunday, placing second in
the Four Corners Water Polo
Tournament behind the ninth ranked
Air Force.
.
UNM beat Colorado 10-5 in their
first game. Their second match
against Air Force's "B" team was a
6-5 victory for UNM.
The third game, also a win for the
Lobos was against Metro University
from Denver. Lobo goalie Matt Debcvcc held Metro scorless in the first
half.
The Lobos met the Air Force
Academy "A" team in the championship game but lost 4-10 making
their season record 4- I. UNM
Coach Jon Baca said the team played
·
better than he expected.
Baca said that Frank Heckel and
Van Hoffman played well for the
Lobos throughout the tournament.
The club will be taking a break
until the spring season.
Baca said that the team is always
looking for more players and that
any UNM student is welcome to try
out in the spring.

Lobos Find West Coast Tough
By Earl ,r ones
The University of New Mexico women's •;ol!eyball team experienced rough sailing out on
!.he West Coast las) week, losing
three matches and winning only
two.
The Lobos start.cd the fi vc
game road trip well, upending
Loyola-Marymount on Thursday
by scores of 17-15, 15-2, 3-15,
and 15-13.
With one win behind them,
dark clouds gathered on the horizon as the Lobos began competition i.n the UCLA Invitational on
Friday.
Friday's action saw tile Lobos
go Winless after losing to San
Diego State by scores of 9-15,
15-2. and 9-15, UNM lost earlier
toCai-Ber~elcy 15-12,8-15. and
13-15.
"We had our moments of brilliance," said Coach Laurel Kessel, "but they didn't come at the
right times."

The other Lobo victory came
on Saturday when UNM defeated
Louisiana State in a two-game
match 15-3 and 15-6. but the
storm raged on.
Cal-Poly managed to tatter the
Lobo's sails a bit more en route to
a two-game victory l 0-15, and
Il-15.
"S"mc of the garncs were
close," said Kessel, "but I was
dissappointcd. We didn't play
well when we needed to.·'
With the West Coast action.
the Lobo's season record stands
at 26-10.
Kessel said the Lobos would
be trying to get "back on track"
for the three remaining matches
of the season. All three are High
Country Athletic Conference
matches.
The Lobos play Colorado State
on Friday night at 7:30 in University Arena and on Saturday
the Lobos have their last home
game of the season when they
take on Wyoming at 8:00p.m. in
Johnson Gym.

Gossage, Carew Top Free Agent List
NEW YORK (UP[)- Quality relief pitchers will he
the most plentiful items mmmg the 45 player:, available
Munday when major league baseball condllcts its eighth
annual re-entry draft of players who have played out
their options.
Rich Gossage. Kent Tckulvc, Doug Bair. Dale Murray. Randy lvloffitt. Frank Lacorte and Dennis Lamp.
all of whom have distinguished themselves ut one time
or another during their cureers, aml scVCil-titnc American League batting chmnpion Rod Carew am the biggest names on the list.
Tekulvc, Bair and Lamp will prove to be a little 111\li'C
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costly tlum the rest of the relief corps ~ not 111 tcnm ol
money but in terms of what the club that sign' them will
have to give up in return. All arc considered Type A
players and the team that signs them must part with a
professional player, wh11 goes into the cnmpcn~ation
pool, plus an amateur dmft choice.
Although Gossage ha:, the most glittering >tatistics of
any of the relievers on the list. he is exempt from either
Type A mTypc B classification since this is hbsecond
time through the re-entry draft. He signed as a free agent
with the Yankees on Nov. 23, 1977. after playing out
his option with the Pittsburgh Pirates.

~en Swim To Easy Win;

Women Lose Narrowly
By Peter Spokus
The Univers.ity of New Mexico
men's swim team scored an easy
victory over New Mexico State this
weekend, 76-37.
"We knew this was going to be a
good meet for us because the Aggies
are just not thai strong,'' said coach
Bill Spahn, "We got a chance to
move our swimmers around and
swim different races than they usually compete in." ·
The Lady Lobos didn't fare as
well as the men however, as they lost
to the Aggies, 61-51. Spahn was not
disappointed with the loss, in fact he
was pleased with the performance of
the girls.
"We did better than I thought we
would," said Spahn. ''The Aggies
have a strong women's team and
right now we arc hurting from injuries. I was pleased with the way
our girls swam.,,

The men's team won ten of the
thirteen events and finished second
in the three they didn't win. Diver
Kurt Burgeson (;arned two victories
in both the one and three meter diving .competition.
The Lobos finished one-two in the
400 meter freestyle relay with the
winning team of Andrew Bryan.
Rod Starkweather, Frank Welch and
Pat Wrynn. The sec<md place team
wns Skip Daube, Duncan Crujckshank. Mike Yolk and Quint
Seckler.
The Labos also WOIJ the 400 meter
medley relay with Hakrm Jonsson.
Stefan Jonsson. Jim Lindell and
Curt Jenkins. UNM also finished
third in the relay with Paul Haffner.
Gordy Westerberg, John Feely and

Daube.
The Lobos swept the ::!00 meter
freestyle with Crujckshank finishing
ahead of Westerberg and Seckler.
Wrynn finshed ahead of Hakan
Jonsson in the 50 meter freestyle for
a one-two finish. Other first place
finishers for the Lobos included
Westerberg in the 100 meter freestyle, Haffner in the 200 meter backstroke. Hakan Jonsson in the 500
meter freestyle and Lindell in the
200 breaststroke.
~he womeo 's team was led by
Janme Owens, who scored wins in
the 50 meter freestyle, 100 meter
butterfly and also on the 400 meter
freestyle relay team. Michelle Leffingwell, Lee Anne Mathias and
Becky Culpepper also swam on the
relay team.
Tracey Weyant swept the diving
competition with victories in both
the one and three meter dives.
Michelle Walker finished third behind Weyant in the one meter dive.
The Lobos scored second in the
200 meter medley relay with
Mathias, Terri Porter, Tara Looney
and Kathy Culpepper. UNM had six
other second place finishes in the
meet, two from Leffingwell in the
200 meter individual medley and the
100 meter backstroke.
Becky Culpepper also had two
second place finishes lor UNM in
both the 200 and 500 meter freestyle. Amy Burgeson came in second
in the IODO meter freestyle. Kathy
Culpepper finished second in the
I(10 meter breaststmkc.
The Lobos have this weekend ofT
before traveling to Wyoming for a
dual meet against the Cowboys on
Saturday. Nov. 19.

Albuquorque,NM 81103 •

Have your
• Reports • Dissertations • Term Papers
• Theses • Resumes

Typed professionally and economically by Albuquerque's leading word processing service bureau
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Domino's

Pizza
Delivers

l'aet, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
UmHid Dollver)' Areo

I
I
I
I $1.50 off any 16" pizza.
I
One coupon per pizza.
I
expires 11-14-83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
262-1662
I
Now open for lunch
I Open every day at 11 :00
I
I
I
I
I
I

$1.50

Ill

I

II

$.75
$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.

I
I
expires 11·14·83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Cantral S.E.
I
.
"2·1_HJ
I
Now open tor lunch
I Open every day at 11:00
I
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z.,.
I
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0~
I
00.
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I
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In January there Will be a physical attraction
between College Students and TAOS

SKI

Dockery, Smith Lead Red To ·Win
It took Dockery to put the game in
perspective. The "Doc" came off
the bench and put his first six of
seven shots through the net to vault
red team to a 28-25 halftime lead.
Franse got some buckets early in
the second half and the while team
went :thcad 35-32.

By Jim Wiesen

The red team, led by Niles Dock·
ery's 19 points and Phil Smith's 16,
beat the white team Sunday, led by
Nelson Franse and George Scott
who scored I3 points apiece, in the
Lobo Basketball Charity Scrim•
mage, 55-45.
But Alan Dolensky got the red
Both Lobo squads came out like team back into it on an inspirational
racehorses in the opening minutes of dunk. Dolensky flew in the air,
the scrimmage. The only problem
was that neither team put many grabbed the ball and slammed it
home on a backdoor play ~ the
poinis on the board.
feed
coming from Smith.
They may have been too hyper.
After eight minutes of play, the
Freshman Mike Winters, a 6-6
score was only 13-l 0 in favor of the guard-forward and graduate of
red team.
Eldorado High School, hit on 3-7 of
his field goal attempts and was twofor-two from the foul line for the
white team.

SKI

• 5Fulldaysotsko~ng

ONLY

$175

on the mountarn

Ocpartrng and Welcome recePt•ons
• Serv.ce Taxes
• On srte staff

•
•
•
•
•
•

FrdeShuttte
Cross country skung facrlrties
Access 10 Art Gatlerres and unique grft shops
Access to Srght seerng of lndran Reservations
Skr school avartable
Hot Tubs at tadgrng and a whole. lot of fun ........ r

SKI
INNSBRUCK
Jan, 2•12
·
$
Only 999
'-----~--"-'

.----------------------------------------••••••••-'k
SECURE your sp· ace now! Call your campus. represenlative 1 Mary·· 266-9253
or call Scholastic Travel Corp. Collect 214/739-3270

Budweiser®
KING OF BEERS,..

Brett "Bugsy" Malone
PIONEER WEAR'S FACTORY OUTLET
ROSS AT YALE, behind PIONEER WEAR,
NEAR THE AIRPORT
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
242-9535

i-

Men's

Flannel

Leisure Services Player of the Week

Shirts

This week's 6udweiser/UNM Leisure.5ervkes Player Of the Week Is
Brett "Bugsy'' Malone. Brett, a freshman from Portland, Oregon, was
chosen (or his outstanding play in this year's table tennis sl ngles
tournament. Playing for Sigma Chi fraternity, Brett won all flvedfhis
matches while on his way to winning the fraternity division of this
year's table tennis tournament. Brett says Sigma Chi is doing well in
this year's PoJH<joyTtophy race and that he believes they should win
their fifth straight Popt{joy Championship. Once again, our congra·
tulations to Brett "Bugsy" Malone, this week's Budweiser/UNM Leisure Services f'layer or the Week.

Additional $1
Off with this Ad

Senior Tim Garrett and freshman
Kelvin Scarborough were sidelined
due to minor injuries.

1984 Collegiate Winter Carnival

• LUXURY accommodatrbns
FREE Beer on the bus

262-2442
10% S'rUDElll'.r DISCOUNT

Left and Right Justification
Camera Ready Copy
Reasonable Rates
Satisfaction Guaranteed

HOOPLA ... Theslamdunkcon·
test, he.ld ai the intermission of the
scrimmage, had co-winners this
F h
year. res man Hun(crGrccnc, who
missedall of his attempts but looked
good doing it, and Dolcnsky. who
made nil of his, won the 111ost fan
approval. Garrett won the contest

.~ •tr.l· .r J.;- .I'.J.1 ;~~"~io J'~~#';,'..:f'-P~ 1-ll.l-j·.l'.l J· __-,._1)•_

last vcar

,.
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LUXURY ADULT NO-pet apartment complex one
bloclc from UNM has a one-bedroom furnished unit
available immediately. Come by FoQr Seasons, 120
Cornell SE, or call266-00 II.
1117
LUXURY FURNISHED ONE- bdrm apt, on campus,
$250 month, utilities paid. $100 DO. Call after S p.m.
242-6954.
11/7
A BLOCK TO UNM and near TV I. One-bdrm apts.
$275 furnished, utilities included. No children or pets.
Call268·0525.
I J 17
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service eVorj' :30 miiJUtes. l beclroom
or efficiency, $270 tu $370, All utilities paid. Delu~te
kitchen with <! ishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

Classifie~s

For Sale

Da lhe Trick
Las N oticias

Services

t:NM SliM !If ER SESSIONS in Spain ani! M~xico arc
available to UNM ~tuc,lents and APS teachers: June
and July 1984. Rnrn up to 6 hours in enchanting
'urroundin~. lnform~tion meeting November 14,
7:311 p.m. at the International Center. 277-4032. 1117
CONC~:I'TIONS SOUTIIWF-ST IS NOW taking
literature submissions. Send them to UNM llox 20,
llniv. nf New Mexico 87131 or drop them off in 136
Marron Hall. Deadline is somelime in the noar future.
ln~lude SASE if you want 'ern returned.
11121
'iC'IENCE fiCTION cum, SFJ, encourages all
mtcrc,tcd peorle to attend Stephen Klng'5 lecture 7
p,fll, Ilia,. 19 tn Truth or Consequences. Tickets
a\aJiable thmugh the Tor<' I ibrary and (locally) the
lluuk 'itup,
ll/9
U.t:ll? Mn:TING? •;Vt:NT1 Advertise In Las
Nott•JU~. Only l () ~ent~ per word per iswe for UNM
llcraruncllll and orsanizatiom.
tfn

RENT A HUNK. Moving, yardwork. 821·3190.11/18
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, MARGINS justified,
choice typestyles, reasonable. Mary 881·1724 days,
265·1088 evenings
IIIli
VIDEO TIIPING- PROJECrS, sports. Quality,
1.1/9
inexpensive. Hob 243·7666,
I'ROFESSIONAL TYPING $1/page. 293-4892.
11/16
QUALITY TYPING. MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page. 881·6445.
11/30
IIULIMIA TREATMENT PROGRAM: Intensive
for overcoming bingethree-day workshop
vomiting/purging. November 11, 12, 13. Norma Jean
Wilkes 266-0459.
ll/11
TYPING, IBM SELECTRIC. 255-3337.
1/16
ATIENTION CAR OWNERS: Introductory offer,
Sl50 worth of car maintenance far$20. Good for one
year. Two blocks from UNM. Certified mechanics,
all parts and labor guaranteed. Call for Information.
EdStone26S-4939.
11/14
JTM WORD PROCESSING Services. High quality
professional typing, pickup/delivery service. 281·
2662.
IJ/7
··Et.DENKRAIS
METHOD: AWARENESS
Through Mo1•cmcnt classes; afternoon/evening. Call
Mary Ann Khanlian 897-2028.
1117
TYPIST: Tt:llM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 11/21
TYPING, WORn PROCF-SSING 821·4126,
11129
TYPING, WORD I'ROCF.SSING, Term papers,
theses, dissertations, editing. Resumes professionally
written. Reasonable rates, highest quality. 881·0313.
11/07
IJOUS~;HOLI> WORD TYPING and Editing Ser·
vice. Near campus. 256-0916,
11/14
TUTORING- MATIIEMATICS, STATISTICS,

Personals
I \lAS llU. ~hort one with the white 1trenk in my
hair, li~JIIhc in 1heSUD lillingnt one of the tables by
the mfonnalion l!ooth on iue1. 9:30.1 ;45. Monlcia.

I lt7
\OTh THOMAS JAMES Torres, ASUNM Senate,
po~ilion # t.
11/9
DAN, IIAI'PY IIIRTIIDAYI You can do my
~lurnbmg anyume! love, Sugar Mama.
1117
LTA WOMEN: I69·ll 11,12,13- 1,4,3. Me and
S1~.
1117
IF YOl' WANT the job done, ~ote Number One.
Thomas James Torres for ASUNM Senate, Position
#1.
11/9
JOliN WIJ.SON: c;oou luck in ASUNM Senate
elechons. You can do It! Vince.
11/9
VOn:PATLOP•:z, ASUNMSenateposilian 13.
11/9
MAKI': CONTACT WITH that special ~om cone or
friends and family. Place a personal message In the
classified.~ today. Deadlihe: l p.m. the day before
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

CAMPUS BICYCLE
~erHauland

Food/Fun
"fOOD/•'UN" IS a place for announcements of
resuturBnts, parties, rood sales nnll stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
trn

KINKO'S
Low Prices
No Minimum

Open Seven Days

Tune-Up

'

$20

106 Vassar SE

.

Housing

Board Members
Needed Now
• Discover New People and New Ideas
• Apply Classroom Learning to Real Life
Issues
• Gain First-Hand Experience Doing In·
depth research, Media Outreach, Public
Speaking and Project Co•ordination
• Enhance your Educational Experience

NEW MEXICO
ON

sonwARE
•••••••••
IDM
APPLE

COMMODORE

ATARI

PelJtlons <:!Vatlable now in the PIRG olfice. Am :!4E
m the basement of lhe SUB_
Petitions are due
Thursday, November 17,

5:00p.m.

ETC.
3230 San Mateo

881-6S17

kinko's copiczs
2312 central S.E.
255·9673

Let your family know
what's happening on campus
without writing a letter.

'THE

G

C«FE
3004 Central SE
(One Block E:ast of Girard)

Featuring
Homemade
Soups
(Made Fresh Daily)

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Only 10.00
Per Year

Marron Hall Rm. 131
or send 10.00 to:
UNM Box ~0, Univ. of N.M.
Albuquerque,N.M. 87131

CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? Are current
payments (premiums} too high? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners and life insurance. No pressure or pushy
sales pitch. Call John at 292-0511 (daYS and
evenings).
ll/8
CLASSIFIEHS GET J{ESULTS. Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

to
at

~a5f~an5 ~nrnpa
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

InC.

IN

Miscellaneous

UNM Community

(505) 268·97311

NM PIRG

LOST NOV, I; SMALL black and tan Shepher.:l·
cross puppy. Lost In vicinity of Silver and Yale.
An~wcrs to "Moot." Please cull Beth at 266-4268,
11/8
LOST ON OCT. I4: An Australian Shepoerd in
UNM area. Neutered male with dol!ked tail. Over·
weight with a dark brown/black coat. Answers to
"Kwai·Chang," "Fleesky" and "Peesky." 1 miss
him desperately. Call247·8027. Reward.
11/9
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m.to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

coupon

Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106

Join the

Lost&Found

1Oo/o Discount

2424

THE LOWEST
PRICES

TAKING A TRIP? .Advertise your trip, adventtue or
ride needs in toe Paily Lobo.
tfn

.---------------,

Bright Future Futon Company
• a eoHage industry •

)OFtCDC1rC!
Cl i)COUn~C!r)

Travel

ASST GIRLS' GYMNASTIC coach for high school
level in NB area. 897·2590.
11/9
SUBSTITUTES ARE NEEDED to work in tern·
porary care facility for handicapped adults. For more
information and interview, call Kathi Norris at 873·
1117
0600,
MARKETING MAJOR PREFERRED. Sales
representative opening, Mature, organized, people·
oriented person needed imme<liatcly, Resume or

100% hand-crafted coHon futons

268-6547

Board of Directors

Employment

ROOMMATE 1\f/F WANTED. Twa-bdrm, two·
bath apt. $158, no utilities. Quiet area. Call after S
p.m. 883-4656.
11/9

.::iii:iiiiiiiii:iiii:iiii:iiii:iii:iiii:iiii:iii====::..

r-PiaceyourCiassi"iied-a"dl
1 today at 131 Marron 1
L______ JI.J!L _____ ..J

,.
e

--,

French· Masters degrccd, experienced teacher-tutor.
11101
266-4247.
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Rindy296·6298.
1123
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER, Quality lessons, sales,
tfn
rentals and repairs, 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
lations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
12/12
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
WE GOT D ISTRIDUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $S4.SO (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E .. across from LaBelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 2.47·
981~
tfu

WINCHESTER MODEL88/.308, cxtras$275/offer,
.22 rine semi-auto, extras $100/offer. 266-9462. 11/8
IIONDA CVCC W~GON, 1976$675. Call Rob 345·
2731.
11/9
MODEM: 300 J)AUD Tek·Com, $100. Call 843·9478.
11/9
I979 MONTE CARLO, Standard transmission. Low
mileage. Excellent MPG, Great condition. 881·3771
nights.
ll/8
1976 .-JAT 131. Five-speed, air, AM·FM, 57000
miles, original owner. Must sell, $1850 o.b.o. 2928001,883-9615.
1117
FOR SALE: '77 Dodge van, '76 lluick Skylark, '70
Triumph Bonneville, '74 Yamaha TX6, 266· 1347.
IIIII

application to Don Mullen, Kinko'> Copies, 2312
Central SE 87106. No phone calls please,
11/8
COME TO TAOS this winter) Ski Shop needs help
for winter season Dec. I S•April I. For more in·
formation, call or write to Cottam's Ski Shops, Taos,
11/8
New Mexico 87571. Phone 776-8460.
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please, Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Mcoaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
12/12

Specializing In
German Food, Imported Beers

1218 San Mateo SE
268-0710

'--------------~

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

52 Japanese
FRIDAY'S
premier
PUZZLE
SOLVED
Helped
56 Cushion
6 Fumble
57 Reciprocity
11 Peru money 60 St. Lo season PARD,SiTRAD IB UM
14 Bide
61 Mr. Howe
A G I 0
T A B
E
'U NA
15 European
62 Shelf
s TN
I N 0 0
E S I ~~
16 Indian
63 Title
DISRUPT.
HTED
17 Disapproving 64 Dispatches
I S E R
A R
19 Part of India 65 Regions
IO lA T 0 . A
'E liTTIA
p
I EIN .N ov A .E SIT
20 Celtic
U
A.A S p IR I M I T A
21 Catqlogue
DOWN
J[' AR
MESIAS. E NID-S
22 Blusters
1 Bail
BREITAG i'fE
I VIE! S T
24 Jungle beast
2 Pitcher
NE .SIP 'A
26 Wooded area 3 Dozes
27 Collar
4 Full of vim
N >R ••• N
E S S
A
AI
RUIDiUINS
30 Gorges
5 Gnawed
M
T
SR
A
S
E
E
RX T
32 Inane person 6 Prairies proEX A
A R
R
S E P Sl
33 Sounds
duce
34 Young one
7 Decays
28 Capacity
42 Bird
37 So sorry!
8 Leave out
29 Highway
44 Mouth: Pref.
38 Junctures
9 Roaster
machine:
45 Combat
39 Plunge
10 Absorb
2 words
46 Garments
40 Scarlet
11 Risque
30 Marine aid
47 Violin maker
41 Scorches
12 Native Amer- 31 Buzzes
48 Lock
42 Apiaries
icans
33 Rip
50 Happy face
43 Tot's vehicle 13 Fewest
35 "-and out" 51 Mouthward
45 Leave
18 Coagulate
36 Trial
53 - de camp
46 Vegetable
231nlet
38 NYSE mem· 54 Roman garb
48 Fish
25 Honshu bay
55 Dollar bills
bership
49 With might
26 Crazes
39 Misfortune
58 Rah, in Spain
50 Gusset
27 Gelose
41 Candlesticks 59 - - mode
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